Watches for any

adventure

Gone are the days when a watch simply told the time. Now the
thing on your wrist can calculate your oxygen consumption
and even send a distress signal to a waiting helicopter.
These 12 watches have got the outdoors sorted.
BY NICK DALL

Timex Ironman T5K417

This entry-level watch is waterproof to 100 m and you won’t have to take
it off before you work in the garden. With an oversized face, the display is
easy to read and the night-light function means you can check the time
without waking the wife.
It has a lap counter and an alarm clock with weekday and weekend
settings – just remember to change it the night before a public holiday!
Its basic functionality is actually one of its biggest assets because you
don’t need to read the manual before you put it on.
Who would want one? Outdoorsy types on a limited budget.
R1 000 timexshop.co.za
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Casio G-Shock Mudman G9000-1V

G-shock watches are built to withstand a lot more than your wrist could
ever deal with, but the Mudman takes it one step further – not only is it
shock-resistant and water-resistant to 200 m, it’s also “mud-proof”. Handy if
you happen to be a four-year-old boy.
Because it’s digital it has plenty of functions: It displays the time in 12
or 24 hours and keeps world time as well. It has four alarms (and a snooze
alarm), plus two 1 000-hour stopwatches and a 24-hour countdown timer.
The best part is that most of its functions can be viewed on the main
face, without the need to press buttons and scroll through menus. It’s also
exceptionally lightweight considering how rugged it is.
Who would want one? Mechanics, mountain bikers and manure farmers.
R1 900 from James Ralph jamesralph.com
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Victorinox I.N.O.X

Now this is my kind of watch: a stylish analogue number that doesn’t have
too many confusing functions and can withstand anything you can throw
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Weight: 46 g
Water-resistant: 100 m
at it. Seriously – anything. Victorinox subjected the watch to a battery
of tests, which included a 10-metre drop onto concrete, being driven over
by a 64-tonne tank, and spending two hours in a washing machine. It can
operate at temperatures between -51° C and 71° C and it won’t be harmed
by petrol, cleaning products or insecticides.
It achieves all of this through a reinforced stainless-steel case, a sapphire
face and markings that are engraved into the dial rather than attached
to it. The hands are reinforced and the bezel is slightly raised to protect
the scratch-resistant face even further. If this isn’t enough, it comes with
a removable silicone/nylon bumper – just in case.
Who would want one? Those in search of elegance and durability.
R6 600 from Picot & Moss picotandmoss.co.za
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Weight: 56 g (without the strap)
Water-resistant: 200 m
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Casio G-Shock Gravitymaster
GPW-1000-1A
4

Although it’s also part of the ultra-tough G-Shock range, this watch is a
different beast to the entry-level digital watch also featured. The obvious
difference is that the Gravitymaster is analogue, but there’s also a lot
more happening inside.
It seems to be the only watch in the world that combines GPS radiowave reception with an atomic-timekeeping antenna to automatically
adjust the time at least once a day – no matter where you are in the world
and taking into account time zones and daylight-saving time. It’s got a
solar-powered battery too, so you’ll never have to set your watch again.
No excuses next time you’re late for work…
Take note: The GPS transmitter in this watch is only used to establish
which time zone you’re in; it’s not a wearable GPS like the Garmin or
Suunto watches featured.
Who would want one? Jet-setters who like a bit of rough and tumble.
R19 000 from James Ralph jamesralph.com
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Weight: 125 g
Water-resistant: 200 m
go-southernafrica.com
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Weight: 126 g
Water-resistant: 100 m
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Weight: 34 g
Water-resistant: 20 m
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Weight: 63 g
Water-resistant: 50 m
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Polar FT7

This waterproof fitness watch does a bit more than just monitor
your heart rate. The “EnergyPointer” tells you if the main effect
of your training is fitness improvement or fat burning and the
watch also displays how many calories you’ve killed. It can
accommodate two time zones and it has an alarm and a date
function. The battery should last about a year and the device
has a two-year guarantee.
If you’re a Discovery Vitality member, you can register it on
the Polar website ( polar.com) and claim points based on your
workout results, although you’ll need to buy a Polar Flowlink
connector (R1 500) to upload your data to the site…
Who would want one? Calorie-counters who also like watching
the pennies.
R2 100 from Sportsmans Warehouse
sportsmanswarehouse.co.za

Weight: 31 g
Water-resistant: 30 m
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Polar Loop

This gadget doesn’t look much like a watch, which isn’t surprising
considering its only watch-like function is that it can tell the time.
Instead, it’s an activity tracker that monitors the steps you take
and tells you when you’ve been still for too long (redundant if you
have a toddler around).
When paired with a smartphone, it also allows you to set
daily and weekly goals and it monitors your performance. It even
gives you amusing suggestions on how to achieve your goals:
Would you rather wash dishes for three hours or mow the
lawn for 44 minutes?
You can also go the whole hog and pair the Loop with a
heart-rate strap (like the Polar H7, R995) and upload all your data
to your PC via USB. The only negative is that the battery needs
to be charged every few days, especially if you use a heart-rate
strap regularly.
Who would want one? That person in the family whose leg is
always jumping…
R1 495 from Sportsmans Warehouse
sportsmanswarehouse.co.za
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TomTom Runner Cardio

GPS manufacturer TomTom is a relative newcomer to the watch
market, but it has outsmarted the competition with this nifty
gadget. It’s the only watch featured (besides the Apple Watch)
that is able to measure your heart rate without a chest strap. It
does this via an optical sensor that peers into your capillaries.
By all accounts the readings are accurate – as long as the watch
is strapped tightly around your wrist.
The Runner Cardio doesn’t have as many features as the
Suunto or Garmin watches featured, but it’s quite a bit cheaper.
It has GPS functionality, it looks snazzy and it’s simple to operate.
One drawback is its battery life: The optical sensor means
that it’ll only run for 10 hours, compared to 50 or so from
its competitors.
Who would want one? Tech-loving fitness freaks who want
to run bare-chested in the true sense of the word.
R3 800 tomtom.com
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Garmin fenix 2

We tested the fēnix a while back and we found it to be a great wristworn GPS for hikers and outdoorsmen. The fēnix 2 remains strong
in this category, but it now has a plethora of multisport functions to
cater for runners, cyclists and swimmers.
There isn’t much to separate this watch from the Suunto Ambit  3.
Like the Suunto, it’s got an altimeter, a barometer, a compass and a
GPS; it connects to other devices via Bluetooth and it can sync with
your iPhone to give up-to-the-minute notifications.
If you’ve got other Garmin devices and you use the Connect
Mobile or Garmin Basecamp apps, the fēnix 2 is a better choice
than the Ambit 3 because you’ll be able to store all your workouts
and waypoints in one place. But if you’re a swimmer, you might be
irritated that the Garmin can’t record your heart rate underwater.
Who would want one? GI Joes who love the road as much as they
love the trail.
R6 700 (including heart-rate strap) garmin.com
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Weight: 91 g
Water-resistant: 50 m

Scubapro Chromis

Serious scuba-divers don’t use watches, they use computers. A dive
computer uses algorithms to calculate how long you can stay at a
certain depth, and as such it’s a vital tool that could save your life.
Although the Chromis is an entry-level device, it’s still impressive.
Many dive computers require cumbersome flip screens to display all
the information. The Chromis interface resembles a regular watch, yet
it still performs all the functions you’d expect from a dive computer.
Some of those functions include “apnea mode”, which caters
for free divers not breathing air underwater, and a kick-cycle tracker
for swimmers (you can even wear it on your ankle).
If you want to download your dive data to your PC, you’ll need to
buy the optional USB interface cradle (R1 200).
Who would want one? Divers, swimmers, fish.
R8 200 from Scuba Equipment Africa 011 444 6563
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Suunto Ambit 3 Peak Sapphire

Finnish company Suunto is one of the biggest names in the outdoorwatch business, and they’ve pushed the limits of what’s possible with
the Ambit 3 range. “Peak” refers to the fact that it’s a multisport watch
with more functions than the entry-level “Sport”, and “Sapphire”
describes the scratch-proof face, which for some might be an
unnecessary extra.
It can sing the ABC (altimeter, barometer, compass) better than
the Jackson 5; it’s got a built-in GPS and it comes with a heart-rate
strap. You can access all the data from your hikes, cycles, runs and
swims via Bluetooth, and you can display iPhone notifications on
your watch, provided your phone is within Bluetooth range. (Android
functionality coming soon.) If you’re into swimming, this is the
watch to get because the heart-rate monitor works underwater
and it even records how many lengths you’ve done.
To top off an impressive package, you can make “videos” of
your activities using the free Movescount app, which overlays
performance data onto a GPS map of your route.
One thing that many users complain about is the lack of a
vibration alert – something that all its competitors have.
Who would want one? Triathletes with cash to burn.
R9 000 (or R8 000 if you don’t want a sapphire face) from
Cape Union Mart and Due South ultimo.co.za
go-southernafrica.com
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Weight: 50 g
Water-resistant: 120 m
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Weight: 92 g
Water-resistant: 100 m
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Weight: 140 g (without strap)
Water-resistant: 120 m
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Apple Watch

Predictably, Apple has announced that it will launch a watch in early 2015.
It will be called the Apple Watch (not the iWatch) and it will come in three
incarnations – for average Joes, sportspeople and trendsetters.
You’ll be able to read the time (duh), check the weather, send messages,
answer calls and track your fitness with the built-in heart-rate monitor. Then
there’s the “tap” feature, which will “let friends or loved ones know you’re
thinking of them with a silent, gentle tap they’ll feel on the wrist”. Hmm…
The traditional-looking crown can be turned to zoom and scroll, and
the scratch-resistant sapphire face will sense touching and pressing – a
function new to touch-screen devices. To charge it, simply snap the
magnetic connector to the back.
All of these features will only work if it can sync an iPhone 5 or later,
and prices will start at about R5 000.
More info: apple.com/watch

REAL LIFE
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Breitling Emergency II

This isn’t just a watch; it’s a personal locator beacon (PLB) that will allow
a search-and-rescue team to find you anywhere in the world – as long as
you’re conscious enough to deploy the signal. The first Emergency came out
in 1995, but it only transmitted on one frequency. New protocols require all
PLBs to transmit on two frequencies, so Breitling had to invent a new circuit,
a new double-antenna system and a special rechargeable battery small and
powerful enough to fit into something that could be worn on your wrist.
The whole thing is housed in a titanium case with a sapphire face, but
what you’re really paying for is the PLB; a regular Breitling can cost as “little”
as R35 000. (Take note: Breitling is awaiting approval from ICASA before they
can bring the Emergency II into the country…)
Who would want one? Famous owners of the Emergency include Brad Pitt,
Bear Grylls, Richard Branson…
R204 300 breitling.com

My indestructible Casio Protrek
I bought my Casio Protrek watch
in 2008 after I saw it advertised
in go! What a tough watch it has
proved to be!
I’d barely had it a week when
I forgot it on the roof of my car. I
pulled away and heard it slip off
onto the tar. The vehicle behind
me drove over it. It had some deep
scratches, but it still worked.
I was also in a quad-bike
accident and I broke my wrist
– the one wearing the watch.
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The watch survived.
I’ve travelled rough through
several African countries with
it, and it has served me well in a
Drakensberg storm and on a few
scuba-dives.
Recently, a car knocked me
off my bike at 50 km/h. I fell onto
my watch, but (no surprise) it
still works. Unbelievable. I can
seriously recommend this Casio
– it’s worth every cent.
RENIER KRIEK, Brits

